Books


**Scriptures and Texts of Early India**


Journals


**Documents from Web**


http://www.sociology.uiowa.edu/hitlin/Publications/HitlinElderAgencyChapter2005FINAL.pdf


**Documents from Field**

Field notes

Interview recordings

Field Photos

Historical documents and accounts of Khaps from khap mantri’s place

Letters and Circulars issued by Sarvajaatiya Sarvakhap, Sarva Khap, and Khap Panchayats

“Jaat Ratna” – Monthly mouth piece of Jat community

“Jurm Ke Khilaf” – Monthly magazine published from Muzaffarnagar

Scripts of news stories from local journalists

Video recordings of Khap panchayats from local people

Audio, video recordings and CDs of Ragini songs and performances